
DURAK Visco® is a high tenacity embroidery 
thread made of viscose rayon filament. Thanks 
to its natural structure, it gives a soft touch 
feeling where the embroidery touches the skin. 
It provides vivid and brilliant appearance. It 
appeals to a wide range of applications in 
conjunction with its bright and ample colors, 
thickness options and excellent embroidery 
performance.

Product Properties

Works extremely smoothly.

Reliable and soft embroidery thread with natural appearance.

Vivid and brilliant appearance.

100% VISCOSE RAYON
EMBROIDERY THREAD

Visco



Color Fastness

Storage Conditions

Must be stored away from heat, humidity and direct 

sunlight.

Embroidered products made with Viscose can be washed, 
boiled and have light fastness. However, in order to protect 
the color fastness of the embroidery, the following points 
should be taken into consideration during washing.
• Embroidered items should be washed separately and not 
washed with other products.
• It should not be placed in the washing machine tightly, 
because the movement of the embroidered items inside 
the tub should be easy.
• Embroidery products should be shaken immediately after 
washing, and should not be left folded or stacked when wet 
and damp.
• Embroidered items (that do not contain chemical 
mixtures) should be washed with mild detergents. Heavy 
chemicals and bleach can cause embroidery discoloration.
• Embroideries on woolen fabrics should not be washing in 
the machine and should not be shaken.
• Stain remover or whitening products should not be used 
to remove stains.

cleaning.
• Ironing should be done on the reverse of the embroidered 
surface or on another fabric. During ironing, the lowest 
possible temperature and a steam iron should be used 
instead of a moist cloth.
•Due to environmental reasons applied for the protection 
of nature, we have to change some materials used in paint 
and painting periodically. Therefore, despite all our efforts, 
there may be some slight differences between the color 
chart and the product.

Points to consider

Sportswear

Workwear Underwear

Kid's Wear

WearMen/Women’s Apparel

Areas of Use

Durak Visco® offers a wide range of colors in a 

variety of meters size and thicknesses.

Presentation

Visco

CI

Washing fastness at 60 C

Water fastness

Friction fastness

Dry cleaning fastness

Perspiration fastness

ISO 105 C06 Min. 4

Min. 4

Min. 4

Min. 4

Min. 4

ISO 105 E01

ISO 105 E04

ISO 105 X12

ISO 105 D01

Thickness and Strength Chart

Nominal 
Tex

Ticket No. Strength
CN

Elongation
%

Needle Size
(Nm)

15

20

30

40

60

100

100

75 - 80

65 - 75

65 - 70

15 - 25

15 - 25

15 - 20

15 - 20

15 - 20

1.470

1.050

720

700

375

65

50

33

27

16


